Adaptive Optics (AO) has revealed as a very promising technique for high-resolution microscopy, where the presence of optical aberrations can easily compromise the image quality. Typical AO systems however, are almost impossible to implement on commercial microscopes. We propose a simple approach by using a Multi-actuator Adaptive Lens (MAL) that can be inserted right after the objective and works in conjunction with an image optimization software allowing for a wavefront sensorless correction. We presented the results obtained on several commercial microscopes among which a confocal microscope, a fluorescence microscope, a light sheet microscope and a multiphoton microscope.
INTRODUCTION
High resolution microscopy techniques, where high numerical aperture objectives are used, can be severely affect by optical aberrations coming both from the sample, such as in the case of thick samples, and from the microscope optics.
Adaptive Optics (AO) has proven to be an effective way to compensate for these aberrations and several papers have discussed its use and the major breakthrough that were possible thanks to it 1, 2 .
Despite these interesting results, the use of AO in commercial microscopes is still in an embryonal stage. The literature experiments in fact, have been performed on custom microscopes that were built on purpose and the application of AO to commercial microscope requires such important modifications to the hardware and software to make it practically impossible.
In this paper, we discuss the possibility to implement AO in commercial microscopes in a simple and effective way by using a refractive optical element mounted at the back of the objective and a standalone control software that provides a sensorless wavefront optimization based on the acquired images. 
IMPLEMENTATION ON MICROSCOPES
In order to compensate for optical aberrations in microscopy systems, the deformable lens is simply screwed on the microscope objective holder of the microscope, and the objective is screwed on the opposite side of the lens.
Due to this modification, the position of the objective is shifted axially of a distance equal to the thickness of the mechanical enclosure of the adaptive lens, which is approximately 1cm. In most microscopes, focus control is achieved by shifting the objective axially, and the range of adjustment easily exceeds 1 cm, so this modification does not affect noticeably the performances of the microscope. The only hardware modification that may be necessary is a relocation of the sample holder, which, in the inverted setup used in the experimental results section, was easily achieved through the use of spacers on the sample holder mount. Since the back aperture plane of the objective is normally located within the objective, the adaptive optical element is not located exactly in the pupil plane of the system. This requires the diameter of the adaptive lens to be slightly wider than the aperture of the objective lens, to avoid vignetting artifacts in the image.
The 1cm diameter of the lens used in the experiments is appropriate for most high performance microscopy objectives, which have apertures in the order of 6-8 mm, but a different adaptive lens may be needed for low-magnification, high aperture objectives, such as those used for high end in-vivo multiphoton imaging applications.
CORRECTION ALGORITHMS
Due to the low brightness of microscopy signals, especially in fluorescence microscopy applications, and to the absence of natural bright stars in microscopy samples, the use of closed loop adaptive optics techniques in microscopy is difficult to implement. As a consequence, most reported implementations of adaptive optics in microscopy use wavefront sensorless correction techniques.
In the most common approach to sensorless aberration correction in imaging systems, an image metric is used to evaluate the performance of the correction applied, and an optimization algorithm is used to find the set of actuator voltages for the adaptive element which maximize (or minimize) the metric.
A variety of image metrics can be used to evaluate the performance of correction in microscopy, and the working principle of the microscope used should be carefully considered when selecting a metric.
In the case of both laser scanning confocal and laser scanning multiphoton microscopy, in the presence of an aberration, the total detected intensity decreases as the aberration increases, and can be therefore effectively used as a metric for sensorless aberration correction. This is due to the fact that the size of the point spread function depends on the amplitude of the aberration: in a confocal microscope a wider system point spread function will result in more light being rejected by the pinhole, while in a multiphoton microscope it will result in a lower irradiance at the focal point, which will reduce the two photon absorption due to its intrinsic non linearity.
The results presented in the following section were acquired on a laser scanning confocal microscope, and the metric employed was the total intensity of the image. However, the method reported could be easily implemented, with a different metric, in microscopy systems where the total image intensity is not dependent on the aberration (e.g. epifluorescence microscopy, lightsheet microscopy, structured illumination microscopy). Possible metrics to be used in such case are image sharpness, or image Fourier content.
The correction algorithm implemented was the Data-based Online Nonlinear Extremum-seeker (DONE) algorithm 5 , previously successfully implemented in other imaging techniques in our group 6, 7 . The DONE algorithm is an optimization algorithm based on the recursive creation of a nonlinear model of the metric function during the optimization procedure itself. Each time a new measurement is taken, the model of the metric function is updated with the new measurement, and the following measurement is performed in the maximum of the new model.
The main advantages in the use of the DONE algorithm are its robustness to measurement noise and small dynamic variations in the metric function, which could be introduced by a temporal variation in the sample itself (e.g. photobleaching, sample movement, focus drift) or by poor compensation of the actuator's hysteresis and dynamics.
RESULTS
Measurements were performed on a commercial laser scanning confocal microscope (SP5, Leica, Germany). Since the software controlling the microscope provides no options to transfer the images in real time to external software, we employed an internally developed software which grabs the screen output of the computer. We chose to apply our method to this microscope, as this represents the "worst case scenario" for implementation of adaptive optics in an existing optical system. The hardware of the microscope is extremely compact, precluding the possibility of adding a telescope system conjugating the aperture of the system to a deformable mirror, and the software is completely closed source, and does not allow access to the acquired images or the microscope settings to external scripts or software.
Synchronization with the microscope timing was provided through a low cost digital I/O board (USB6501, National Instruments, USA), using the digital trigger ports of the microscope itself. Timings were set up so that, for each measurement, new voltages were applied to the lens actuators, and the acquisition of an image was triggered after waiting for a 50ms settling time for the actuators, and the screen image was grabbed 16 ms (the screen refresh time) after the end of the image acquisition.
Images were acquired at 2 frame per second, with a 10X, 0.4 N.A. dry microscopy objective. The metric used was the total fluorescence intensity of the images. Optimization was performed over 7 degrees of freedom, namely Zernike coefficients 5 to 11 according to Noll's notation, consisting on all coefficients up to Spherical aberration, escluding Piston, Tip, Tilt and Defocus. Optimization was run for 200 seconds. Correction was performed on FLI:GFP Zebrafish larvaes, paraformaldehyde fixed5 days post fertilization. The larvaes were embedded in agarose, and mounted on a square glass capillary, with inner size of 800x800 µm 2 . Usage of a dry objective for imaging within agarose embedded, three dimensionally structured samples introduces significant phase aberrations. Use of the MAL for correction greatly improved the quality of images, as reported in the example in Figure  3 .
